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Making the news

Challenge
Media General’s reporters and photographers needed a way to send stories

Dell Precision™ mobile workstations and Dell™ PowerEdge™
servers help a media company maintain its competitiveness
in the evolving news business, reducing the time needed
to publish breaking stories by 50 percent.

immediately to the newsroom, while the
company wanted to improve its ability
to compete with cable TV and Internetonly news sources.

Solution
Dell Precision mobile workstations
with built-in mobile broadband enable
the field news staff to quickly post
news stories, including photography
and video, without having to go into
the office.

Benefits
■■

Dell Precision mobile workstations
can eliminate the need to travel to
the office to file stories, so field
reporters and photographers can
now deliver content in half the
previous time.

■■

Dell Precision mobile workstations
help reduce travel costs for the
news staff by 10 percent.

■■

Consolidating news applications
onto Dell PowerEdge servers helps
cut IT support costs by 25 percent.

M

edia General, founded in 1969 as a publicly traded company, originated
150 years ago as a local newspaper business. Today it is a regional
communications company with over four dozen TV stations and news-

papers plus an extensive online service. In the past, the company operated separate news organizations for print and broadcast delivery. But with the Internet,
customers now want fast access to news in the form they most prefer. Media
General needed to react quickly to this changing consumer environment or risk
its market position.

Assessing field requirements
To feed its news source with up-to-the-minute content, field reporters and photographers submit their stories directly into a centralized publishing system. In
2007, the Media General IT department decided to deploy new digital “field kits”—
including a mobile workstation, a digital camera, and wireless communications—to
connect the field staff to the central news applications. “Our photographers and
reporters used to spend much of their time inputting stories at their desks,” says
Mark Holt, IT services manager at Media General. “The idea behind the field kits is
to enable them to send content back to our newsroom and news Web sites immediately, so consumers can count on our varied news media and Web sites to deliver
the most current news.”
The Media General IT group had previously standardized on Dell servers and
PCs, so there was no question they would turn to Dell for help. “We’ve been very
happy with the performance and reliability of Dell products. The company has also
provided great service and advice,” says Holt. “When we’re considering new tech-
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nology, we look to Dell first.”
Dell consultants began by helping the IT staff assess its requirements. The kits
needed to provide continuous two-way communications, and the mobile workstations
had to be powerful enough to run demanding news and graphics applications.
“Reporters do much more with their computers than just write the story on them,”
Holt explains. “They use them to research topics in online databases. Then they submit
their story for editing, receive comments back, and make final changes.” Photographers
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make even greater demands—editing digital
photos and videos using powerful graphics
applications.

“With the Dell Precision mobile work-

stations in the hands of our news staff,
we can have a breaking story on TV or
online practically in real time.”

Helping reporters and
photographers respond
quickly

—Mark Holt

To make the news collection process as

IT services manager at Media General
February 2008

efficient as possible, everything about the
mobile workstation needed to be high
performance. The Dell consultants recom-
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